Grain line sampler

General Description
Moustick is an automatic sampler for installation on graincarrying lines, ducts or hoppers. Its probe tube penetrates
into the line or duct to be tested, removes a certain quantity
of sample material, and transfers it to a recipient.
There are basically 2 types of this sampler: the «gravity-flow»
model and the «vacuum intake» model. In the «gravity-flow»
type, the grain slides down from the sampler to the receiver
station by mere gravity; in the «vacuum intake» type, a
vacuum turbine pulls the grain all the way to the laboratory.
This type, therefore, does not require any downward slope
between the sampler and the receiver.
A ball-and-socket joint between the grain carrying line and
the probe allows the latter to be inclined at any angle from 0
to 45°.

Description
► Grain line sampler « Moustick » with pneumatic cylinder
(8 bar pressure) and 24 Volts ATEX (zone 21) solenoid valve.
► Sampler body made of welded steel; the alternating part
being held in a ball and socket joint allowing an inclination
of up to 45° for gravity flow operation in any situation of
installation.
► All mobile parts covered by a Ø 200 mm protective housing.
► Parts are rust-proofed and receive a finishing coat.

Operation
The probe tube enters into the grain-carrying duct for a
period of «X» seconds (user-adjustable), then retracts.
The interval «Y» between successive sampling cycles is
equally adjustable by the user.
The sample flows down the conveyor hose line to the receiver
station where it is retrieved by the operator.
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Example :
Set range selector A to 60 s and... set timer B to 8... to obtain: 8 x 60 s = 8 minutes interval between cycles.
Set range selector C to 0.1 s and... set timer D to 10... to obtain: 0.1 x 10 s = 1 second cycle duration.
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